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Objectives
Identifying scientific concepts
tested in PSLE Questions
Use of answering strategies in
PSLE Questions
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Part 1
Sharing the process of science
answer strategies
• Demonstrate the aspects of how science answers are marked.
• Making these ideas of answering strategies explicit for parents.
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Part 2
Nearpod Session
• Actively involve Parents in their own learning.
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Strategy 1
Avoid the pitfall of
Predetermined Answer
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Question 5 - 2015
Peishi picked a leaf from a
plant and placed it in a
beaker of hot water.
Peishi observed that bubbles
formed only on the upper
surface of the leaf.

Ans: (3)

Question: Which one of the following
conclusions is correct?
(1) Air escapes through openings found on
both surfaces of the leaf.
(2) Bubbles form in the water and land on
the upper surface of the leaf.
(3) The leaf has openings on the upper
surface but not on the lower surface.
(4) Air enters the lower surface of the leaf
and escapes through the upper surface.
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Ans:(3)
(1) Air escapes through openings found on
both surfaces of the leaf.
(2) Bubbles form in the water and land on
the upper surface of the leaf.
(3) The leaf has openings on the upper
surface but not on the lower surface.
(4) Air enters the lower surface of the leaf
and escapes through the upper surface.
Concept 1: leaf has stomata to take in carbon
dioxide and oxygen
Concept 2: gas in stomata gains heat,
expands and escapes as bubbles

Most students chose option (1) as
the answer. To understand why,
option (1) is the most popular option.
We have to understand the
Question-Answer Relationship.
1) Science concept learnt stomata is
found on both surfaces.
2) Contextual Clues_bubbles are
found on the upper surface of the
leaf.
3) Students have a predetermined
answer based on concept learnt.
Thus, if there do not annotate
“upper surface”. The seemingly
obvious answer would be (1).
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Strategy 2
Acquainting with Embedded
Hidden Concepts
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Devi conducted an experiment with the
set-up below. She switched on the
lamp and observed that the water level
Q in the glass tube moved after some
time. The plunger remained at the
same place.

Question 13 -2015
Which direction did the water level Q move and
what was the reason for the movement?

Ans (3)

Lamp

Water
level Q

Rubber tubing to
connect
Syringe to glass
tube.

Water level Q
moved

Reason

(1)

up

Air moves into the glass
tube.
Heat from the lamp causes
water to expand.

(2)

up

(3)

down

Oxygen gas collects in the air
space.

(4)

down

Plant gives out water during
photosynthesis.
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Ans (3)

Concept 1: Plant makes food
in the presence of light and
gives out oxygen
Hidden Concept 2: MORE
oxygen (collected in the air
space) occupies MORE space
thus pushes the water down.

2 topics =

Photosynthesis (Life Science)
+
Matter ( Physical Science)
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Strategy 3
Constructing effectively
3-Parts Answer Question
• Interpreting Data Question / Part of a
Questiom
• Argumentative question
• Inference question
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Strategy 3:
Constructing effectively 3-Parts Answer Question

Interpreting Data Questions /
Part of a Question
Answering these questions requires interpreting the
data presented in graph or text and deciding whether
the data support or contradict your hypothesis.
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Question 35a -2016
Samy conducted an experiment using
the set-ups below. He placed four similar
test tubes A, B, C and D in different
corners of a dim room.
more
light

A

C

Less
light

The graph shows the amount of water
in the test tubes over a period of time.
Amount of water in
test tube

B

D

Time
(a) Explain why different distances
of light from the plant affect the
amount of water lost.

A

Amount of water in
test tube

(a) Explain why
different distances of
light from the plant
affect the amount of
water lost.

B

Congitive Processes:

Time

1. 60 cm is further than 15cm ( comparing distance)
3 parts answer for 1 mark
2. The further the plant from the light ( 60cm), the amount of
question
light it received will decrease. ( comparing intensity of
The further the plant from the
light)
lamp, the amount of light the
3. When the amount of light decreases, plant make less
plant receives decreases. Thus,
food. ( comparing rate of photosynthesis)
rate of photosynthesis decreases 4. When rate of photosynthesis decreases, plant absorb less
and plant will absorb less water.
water ( less water lost). ( use the graph to check : amount
of water in B is higher than A)

Most
water
loss

Question 35b -2016 Least amt of
B

A

C

Amount of
water in test
tube

water left = most
water loss
Greatest amt of
water left = least
water loss

D
Least
water
lost

Time
(b) Which variable, light or
wind, has a greater effect
on the amount of water
lost? Give a reason for your
answer.

When the lamp and fan
are at 60cm from the
plants, the amount of
water lost is higher in B
than D

Interpreting Data Question
Statement: Light has greater effect
than wind on water lost.
Reason: When the lamp and fan are
at 15cm from the plants, the
amount of water loss is higher in A
is higher than C.

Strategy 3:
Constructing effectively 3-Parts Answer Question

Argumentative Question
Ask you to make a case by taking a position.
Use evidence from the question presented and science
concept you have learnt to support your position.
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Question 31b -2015
Six people were trapped in a small lift.
Some adults started kicking the door and a
child started crying.

R : Oxygen
used up so
decreasing.

Amount of gas

The graph shows the amount of two
different gases in the lift at different times.

If the adults had kept still without
kicking the door and the child did not
10
20
30
cry, would the amount of gas R at 30
minutes be higher, the same or lower
than that shown in the graph above?
Explain your answer.
Statement: R will be higher.
Reason: Lesser oxygen is taken in as
breathing rate slow down/ the rate of
respiration decreases/ breath slower

Time ( min)

Students learnt that
strenuous exercise increase
breathing rate / pulse rate.
Students must infer that
kicking and crying [similar
to exercise] is more
strenuous than keeping still
in the lift.
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Strategy 3:
Constructing effectively 3-Parts Answer Question

Inference questions
ask you to make a logical reason that is strongly implied
based on information/ result presented in the question and
Science concepts/process skills learnt.
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Haziq used the set-up shown to
find out how the type of bulb
affects the temperature of its
surrounding.

Question 42b -2016

R is lit up. He covered the box and
recorded the temperature of the
air in the box over a period of 10
min. Then he removed bulb R and
left the box uncovered for 15 min
before repeating the experiment.
(b) Give a reason why Haziq left the box
uncovered for 15 minutes before
repeating the experiment with the next
bulb?

Inference Answer: It is to allow
temperature of air in the box to lower to
25°C so that it goes back to the
temperature of air in the box at the
beginning before he tests the next bulb.

Hidden concept:
Only the type of bulb is
changed.

Meifen wanted to find out if the
height of seed T affects the
distance it travels. She drops T
from height H in front of fan.

Question 33a -2015
(a) Based on Meifen’s results, why
is it an advantage for seed T to be
found on a tall tree?

Inference Ans; T can disperse further away from
parent plant to prevent overcrowding.
T can disperse further away from parent plant so
that there is less competition for water, nutrient,
light and space.

Common Mistake
Less competition
for food.

Strategy 4
Unpacking loaded Words
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Unpacking Loaded words
Give 2 reason….
Suggest 2 variables
Suggest 2 advantages
State the property
Explain how the property
State one characteristic
Name one substance
State the organ
State the system
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Question 33b -2015
(a) Meifan used the same seed
throughout the experiment. Give 2
reasons how the using of same seeds
helps to make the experiment a fair test.
Process skill Question
mass/weight of seed is the same
size of seed is the same
wingspan/ length of the
seed/shape of seed is the same
(both are considered as the same
point)

Common Mistake 1:
Students must
present 2 distinctively
different reasons.
Length of seed and
wingspan of seed is
deemed as 1 reason.

Common Mistake 2:
The same seed is used
so that it is the same
variable as only the
height of drop for the
seed is changed.

Question 35b -2015

Mohan used 3 identical
paper. He dropped each
pieces of paper from
same height and
measured the time taken
for the paper to reach Paper L (not folded)
the ground.

Paper M
( folded in half)

Paper N
( folded into a quarter)

Frog P and Q are
similar in size.

Cognitive Processes
1) Paper L which is not folded is similar to stretched
(b) Frog P is found in forests.
webbed feet.
Suggest two advantages of
2) What is the meaning of 9s? Infer that if the paper L
having stretched webbed feet
takes 9 s to reach the ground. It means that Paper L
when frog P jumps from trees.
stays in the air for a longer time. Does it means
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that Paper L will land further?

Question 35b -2015
(b) Frog P is found in forests.
Suggest two advantages of
having stretched webbed feet
when frog P jumps from trees.

Stretched
webbed
feet

Frog P and Q are similar
in size.

Frog P

Frog Q

The idea of distance: escape from the predators easily/quickly
1. They can travel a further distance to escape from the predators quickly.
2. They can fly/glide longer to escape from the predators easily.
The idea of distance: find prey easily/effectively
Common Problem:
3.They can jump further to find prey quickly.
The 2 advt : Must not be the
4.They can fly/glide longer to find prey easily.
same idea.
The idea of reduce injury when they jump and fall
Cannot choose no 1 and No 2.
5.They can land slowly/safely to reduce the impact
The idea of moving quietly when glide.
6.They can fly/move/glide/land quietly without the predators/preys noticing
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Question 40a 2014
State the property Vs State the Material
In the experiment, he used
strings made of different
materials. He increased the
mass until each string broke.
Name the property of material. *Compare physical
properties of materials
Ans: Strength
based on:
- strength
Common Mistakes:
- flexibility
Students give answer in term
- waterproof
of material;“ iron and string”
- transparency
Student uses term such as
- ability to float/sink in
strong.
water
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Question 40a 2015
State the property Vs State the Material
In an amusement park, people
drive bumper cars and try to
bump one another at part W.

(a) Suggest a property of the material
used to make part W. Explain how this
property is suitable for bumping.

Answer: Property is Strength
Part W is strong/not easy to break to prevent
damage to the car/will not cause injury to the
people
Property is Flexibility
Part W is flexible. Part W will be able to go
back to original shape to prevent damage to
the car /will not cause injury to the people / to
absorb/withstand the impact of bumping
(Answer must have 1 property + 1 use to be
awarded 1 mark)
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Question 40a 2015
State the property Vs State the Material
The diagram below shows the circuit
for a bumper car.

The car uses electricity to move. The
contacts can move along the ceiling
and the ground.
(b) The ceiling is made of material Z.
State the property of material Z that
enables the bumper car to work.

It must be a (good) conductor of electricity.
Most students are confused between conductor of
electricity vs magnetic material

Question 44a 2016
State the property Vs State the Material
A ride at an amusement park for children becomes unsafe
when the mass of a child is too high. Therefore, a child
can board the ride only if his/her mass is less than 40kg.
Set up as shown is used to detect a child with mass of
40kg or more.
What type of material are the contacts made of? Why?
Iron / copper ( any material that can conduct
electricity)
Contacts must be electrical conductors so that a
closed circuit is formed when the contacts touch
each other.

Hidden concept:
Understanding the design :
The light bulb will light up if the
child is 40kg or more.

Strategies
1. The danger of Predetermined Answers
2. Embedded Hidden Concepts
3. 3-Parts Answer Questions
4. Unpacking Loaded Words
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Parents’ Evaluation and Feedback
For Parents’ Workshops 2018

• Please scan the QR Code or use the link to give us your valuable
feedback. Thank you.

https://tinyurl.com/y9m65zxr

Parents’ Workshops 2018
•Presentation slides will be available on
our school website within one week after
the workshops.
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